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Never has there been a truer saying,
‘what goes up, must come down,’

and conversely what comes down,
must eventually - go up. And so it

base interest rate in Australia over
the past 25 years is 3.73% and
today’s rate is still only 0.85%.

is with interest rates, which have

Australians are also experiencing

for too long. Our country is now at

living, with essential goods and

been kept artificially low in Australia
the beginning of a testing time:
high inflation, an energy crisis,
increasing interest rates and

tightened lending all mean that
the recent heat in the property
market will well and truly cool.

The new Labour government has

already announced a suite of new
incentives aimed particularly at

first home buyers, single parents

and low income earners, and this
may keep a part of the market
ticking over for a short period.

We are now paying the price of

market manipulation by a previous
succession of governments who
have failed to face economic

and housing affordability realities
during their short-term electoral
cycles. Additionally, much of the
younger Australian population

have not experienced a genuine
economic crisis during their

a huge increase in the cost of
services increasing by 6.6% or

more over the past year. Many who
planned renovations and home

improvements during the pandemic
have been hit with the realisation
that escalations in construction
costs are outpacing property

price rises, as Australia records the
biggest construction cost increase
since the introduction of the GST.
These staggering numbers are

forcing a recalibration of lifestyle

habits and spending. We are facing

into people about rising interest

now, plan ahead with caution, and
undertake fewer new projects.
The upcoming few years

will no doubt be a period of

‘re-adjustments’ as we slowly and
somewhat reluctantly return to

our offices and workplaces, and

deal with the reality of new costs,

prices and an uncertain economy.

Australians will also need to modify
the mindset to a new government,

new policies and a new way of living,
if we are to overcome this period
and re-emerge as an affordable
country and an attractive safe-

haven for migrants and tourists.

world uncertainty, in particular the
events in Europe and continued
lockdowns in China. Hence, we
can expect a slowing property

market in the short term, and then
potentially much higher property
prices in the medium term.

medium-density sector over

doing a great job at instilling fear

a company will need to address

and materials, higher costs and

it so good for so long, living well

about to pay for it. The media is

and this is something that we as

economy, shortage of labour

The reduction in the supply of

beyond our means, that many are

huge supply crunch of new homes,

the perfect storm of a weakening

working life. The time is now for a

sharp reality check; we have had
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rates, but note that the average

new housing across the low- and
the next few years will mean

demand will exceed supply in the
medium term and cause prices
to increase. Our city will face a

David Kobritz,
Executive Chairman, DealCorp
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THE STANDARD HOTEL
FITZROY
In the heart of Rose Street Fitzroy, the
site of The Standard Fitzroy is rising
from the ground at an incredible
pace. Builder Hamilton Marino is

once the hotel is complete.

walls are being installed around

selling unique merchandise and

expected to be complete mid-year.
An example mock-up guest room
will be complete during June for

It is with great anticipation we enter the final stages of construction at Glenarm Square with builder Hamilton Marino.
The external scaffolding is in the process of being removed, revealing the façade detailing and the upcoming

months will see Hamilton Marino’s focus shift to the joinery installation, painting, electrical fit off and various other
final elements.

Our retail leasing team is working with some impressive operators to occupy the ground floor shops. Our team

remain dedicated to having a diverse and exciting range of uses which will service both the resident’s and
surrounding community.

All 119 apartments are now sold out and Glenarm Square remains on track for completion this Spring.
glenarmsquare.com.au
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off on what will be offered to guests
The ground floor of the hotel will

the perimeter with the structure
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DealCorp to review as a final sign

forming up the floor slab and fixing
the steel on level 4. The precast

GLENARM SQUARE G L E N I R I S

the builder, The Standard and

Image taken May 2022

include an on-trend bodega

exclusive local lifestyle products.
The Standard Fitzroy is the hospitality
brands’ first Australian location
and is set to open Spring 2023.
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the façade retention works now complete.

The site is clear and scraped with all demolition works
done. The original heritage brickwork is propped up
and ready for the new building to be built behind.
The next phase will see the civil contractor move

MCKN M C K I N N O N

documentation is also well underway to ensure a

JUNO, the all-day eatery at MCKN opened this week

onto the site in the coming weeks. Construction

streamlined build following the completion of civil works.
polaris3083.com.au

Heritage Apartments Artist Impression

to a very excited community and local residents. The
impressive fit-out is complete with fibreglass panels
and a light timber finish to furniture and joinery. The
menu takes the standard café offering and puts a

spin on classics like eggs, salads and more substantial
main courses. JUNO is set to change the daytime
dining landscape in Melbourne’s Bayside region,

and we are so pleased to have been able to include
this premium operator in our MCKN development.
mcknapartments.com.au
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WINNER AREA AWA R D
DealCorp was thrilled to win the award for Apartment
Campaign of the Year for our Glenarm Square

project at this year’s AREA awards evening in March.
As Glenarm Square approaches completion and

has sold out all apartments, we are able to reflect
on the hard work, dedication from our team and

success of the project. Our dedicated consultants
on this project have enabled us to produce a
landmark project which will benefit the wider

community – and for this we are extremely proud.

AWARD-WINNING PROPERTY DEVELOPERS EST. 1984

155 Cremorne Street, Cremorne VIC 3121
(03) 9826 2650

DEALCOR P.COM.AU

For more information on any of our developments,
please call Brett Hallam on 0418 318 283

Awarded to
C.F. Row, Fitzroy

Awarded to
Polaris 3083, Bundoora

Awarded to
Glenarm Square, Glen Iris

